
MAIN
ATTRACTIONS

Avengers: Infinity Quest Pinball, based on the iconic Super Heroes and Super Villains featured in Marvel Comics’ hit comic book series.
In this pinball adventure, players will transform into their favorite Super Heroes as they battle Thanos and his minions across the cosmos.
All Avengers: Infinity Quest Pinball models feature an interactive Dr. Strange spinning kinetic sling ring disc with dual direction velocity detection, aiding players on their journey to   
opening portals and starting Infinity Gem Quests.   
Premium and LE models feature an interactive Dr. Strange motorized pop-up disc scoop, transporting pinballs into a underground Portal, a visible subway capable of holding and   
staging up to 3 balls through custom playfield windows accentuated with dynamic RGB lighting effects.   
A custom sculpted Thanos Infinity Gauntlet integrated with atmospheric light-up gems, a Captain Marvel inverse gravity custom wireform ramp, and Pym Laboratories vertical   
up-kicker included only on Premium and LE models.   
Gravity defying Avengers Tower magnetic lock ramp with gravitational vari-target and magnet hold, capturing pinballs in midair as players unlock Iron Man Multiball included on all 
models.     
Distinctive hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti. 

PRO PREM LE

GAME 
FEATURES
LE ONLY

Production limited to 500 machines ✓
Certificate of Authenticity signed by Gary Stern ✓
Designer Autographed collectible featuring signature of game designer Keith Elwin ✓
Sequentially numbered plate ✓
Limited Edition mirrored backglass with stunning and distinctive high definition hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Limited Edition exclusive Thanos themed full color high definition decal cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Limited Edition exclusive inside art blades hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Upgraded speaker system with 3-channel amplifier ✓
Anti-reflection playfield glass ✓
Shaker motor installed ✓
Custom high gloss Infinity Yellow powder-coated armor and legs ✓

GAME 
FEATURES

Interactive Dr. Strange spinning kinetic sling ring disc with motorized pop-up disc scoop and dual direction velocity detection ✓ ✓
Interactive Dr. Strange spinning kinetic sling ring disc with dual direction velocity detection ✓  
Underground Portal, a visible subway capable of holding and staging 3 balls through custom playfield windows with dynamic RGB lighting effects ✓ ✓ 
Virtual Underground Portal butyrate to showcase Portal locks with lighting effects ✓
Custom sculpted Thanos Infinity Gauntlet integrated with atmospheric light-up gems ✓  ✓
Aerodynamic Thanos Infinity Gauntlet butyrate with lights ✓  
25 RGB software controlled LEDs ✓ ✓
22 RGB software controlled LEDs ✓
Captain Marvel inverse gravity custom wireform ramp ✓ ✓
Captain Marvel spinning target ✓
Pym Laboratories vertical up-kicker catapults ball onto the middle of the Captain Marvel ramp ✓ ✓ 
Pym Laboratories standup target ✓  
Gravity defying Avengers Tower magnetic lock ramp with gravitational vari-target and magnet hold ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Gauntlet ramp accessible by all 3 flippers, an industry first ramp entrance profile ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Triple entrance lower left ramp, shootable via right orbit, plunge, and upper loop shots ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Thor captive ball ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Avengers Computer Bingo grid 3 target drop bank ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Hulk spinning target ✓ ✓ ✓
"Flank Attack" Star rollover skill shot ✓ ✓ ✓
3 spell out rules to enhance gameplay experience (T-H-O-R, I-R-O-N, and S-T-R-A-N-G-E) ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Portal Lock feature turns any Gem Quest into a multiball ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 main multiballs (Thor, Iron Man, Gem Quest) ranging from 2 to 4 balls ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Soul Gem unique "Flip Count" based mini wizard mode ✓ ✓ ✓
Incredible rendered LCD graphical scenes ✓ ✓ ✓
3 full size flippers ✓ ✓ ✓
3 pop bumpers ✓ ✓ ✓

BACKGLASS
AND ART

Limited Edition exclusive Thanos themed full color mirrored backglass and unique side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti  ✓
Premium model features Black Order themed full color translite and unique side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Pro model features Avengers Heroes Unite themed full color translite and unique side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

HARDWARE
AND TRIM

Custom high gloss Infinity Yellow powder-coated armor and legs ✓ 
Powder-coated black wrinkle finish side armor, hinges, front lockdown molding and legs ✓ ✓
Powder-coated steel bottom arch ✓ ✓
Plastic molded bottom arch ✓  
Snap-Latch front molding ✓ ✓  ✓

GENERAL
FEATURES

6 standard balls ✓ ✓ ✓
Stereo sound system with 3-channel amplifier ✓ ✓ ✓
Separate treble and bass adjustment ✓ ✓ ✓

CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification ✓ ✓ ✓
Fade adjustment to control front and bottom speaker outputs ✓ ✓ ✓

**subject to adjustment** 
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